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DESIGN ISSUES IN APPLYING NEURAL NETWORKS TO MODEL HIGHLY NON-LINEAR PROCESSES

S.K. Dokrty, J.B. Gomm, D. WmLm s o d D.C. h r d l e y
CoatmI Syslcllls Rcscllreb Group, Lirerpwl J o b M o o m University, U.K.

1NI'ROI)UCTION

Over the past decade, there has been a resurgence of research interest
into the field of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) in such diverse
areas as signal processing, pattern recognition and financial
forecasting. In control engineering, this research has been particlllarly
intense and has focused on the modelling of dynamic systems. A valid
process model is the keystone of modem control systems design, the
quality of control being d e l e r m i d by the validity of the model. In
fact, many control strategies (e.g. Model Predictive Control)
incorporate the model directly into the control system.
There are two different approaches lo model development. If the
system's dynamics can he described analytically then a first principle
model can he derived. This approach, relies on good process
information heing available and even for relatively simple and well
understood processes, can he a difficult and time consuming task.
Alternatively, a parametric model can he obtained using system
identification techniques. These methods are usually based on several
assumptions about the process, the most important being linearity and
time-invariance. The model structure must first he specified. Process
input/output data is then used to calculate the model parameters by
linear regression. If the process is time-variant, these parameters can
be periodically updated. If the process is non-linear, an array of linear
models a n he wed to span the operating range.
While these methodologiesusually provide acceptable solutions, there
are many cases where they are prone to failure. Often, it is not
possible to adequately represent system characteristics such as nonlinearity, time delay, saturation, time-varying parameters and overall
complexity. Such is the case with many chemical processes due to
their intrinsic uncertainties and strong non-linearities. A " s offer the
promise of a modelling tool capable of emulating such complex
systems, which is why they are being vigorously investigated by the
control yystems community.
Indeed, the modelling abilities of ANNs have been demonstrated (e.g.
Bhat and McAvoy (l), Bhat et al. (2), Chen et al. (6, 7)),and they
have been used successfully to control non-linear processes, both in
simulation (e.g. Saint Donat et al. (3, 4). Hernsndezand Arkun (lo),
Chen and Khalil (11)) and on-line (e.g. Evans et al. (14)).
ANNs are not a panacea for all the problems of process modelling, as
they do have their limitations. For instance, the successful training of
an ANN model often requires considerable amounts of experimental
inputioutpnt data, and the resulting models are unreliable outside the
operating. regimes of this training data. Also, it is not possible to
diredly incorporate any plant knowledge, which may exist, into an
ANN model. However, there are many plants for which there is an
abundance of data and a scarcity of plant information. It is in this area
that ANNs offer a cost effective, efficient modelling tool.
Before 88 ANN model can he trained, several parameters must he
selected. This is the design stage. Choices are made concerning the
identification experiment, the type of ANN used and its training
algorithm, the network topology and how the validity of the model is

assessed. This is the scope of the engineer's input to what is otherwise
a black box approach. Hence, these decisions are extremely imporiant
as they ultimately determine the validity of the resulting model.
This paper addresses these decisions and their consequences. This
study is part of a research program whose ultimate objective is to
control a pilot scale in-line pH neutralisation plant using an ANN
approach. Conventional methods of pH control usually use a series of
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors (CSTRs) whose capacity serves to
dampen pH fluctuations. A practical pH process cannot he adequately
represented or controlled using linear approximations. PID feedback
control, gain scheduling and linear adaptive control have all been tried
and rejected as likely control strategies (Choi and Rhinehart(l7)). pH
control remains the ultimate example of a highly non-linear process,
and is therefore ideally suited to appraising the non-linear modelling
capabilities of ANNs.
This paper looks at the development of an ANN model of a CSTR.
The modelling of the in-line pH plant will involve additional problems
(see Rhinehart(l5). Williams et al. (16)). However, the point at which
reagent is injected can he modelled as a CSTR (Jacobs et al. (19)),
and was therefore a logical starting point for the projea.
While other workers (Bhat and McAvoy (l),Bhat et a1.(2), Saint Donat
et a1.(3,4)) have used A " s to model pH in a CSTR,the difficulties
in developing, and the limitations of, such modah have not been
sufticiently addressed. In particular, the choices relating to the
excitation signal used to train the ANN, the data sample time, the
topology of the network and validation of the models have not he
satisfactorily analyzed. While these design issues may not he crucial
for procesqes with mild non-linearities, they are of paramount
importance for systems with severe non-linearities, such as the pH
process, and if not properly addressed the resulting ANN model
prediction errors can he totally unacceptable. Studies have been
conduaed examining all of these choices and this paper focuses on
two issues, namely selecting an optimum sample time and network
topology.

AN ANN MODEL OF THE CSl'R PROCESS

In the process shown in fig. 1. acetic acid (CH,COOH) of
concentration CAflows into the tank at flow rate FA, and is neutralised
by sodium hydroxide (NaOH) of concentration C, which flows into
the tank at rate F,. The volume of the tank is constant and its contents
are assumed lo he perfectly mixed. This chemical system, which is
weak acidhtrong base, is characterised by the steady state (titration)
curve shown in Fig. 3. A first principle model of the process is
obtained by making material balances on acetate and sodium, using the
acetic acid and water equilibrium relationships and the f a d that the
solution must he eledrically neutral. This modelling approach was
introduced by McAvoy et al. ( 5 ) for the single acid/single base
process and generalised by Gustaffson and Waller (18).
A simulation of the process using this first principle model was
implemented in the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language
(ACSI.) using the model parameten detailed in Bhat and McAvoy (1).
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FAwas held constant and a 10%Random Amplitnde Signal (RAS)was
superimposd on a steady state, FB, to provide dynamic input/ouiput
data (F, and pH) for ANN mining and model validation. The ANNs
incorporated MultiLayered Perceptrons (MLPs) with two layers of
sigmoidal activation functions, trained with the backpropagation
algorithm (Werbos (20)). The MLP is widely used in pmcess control
applications mainly because its non-linear approximation properties
have been mathematically proven (Cyhenko(21)).

lag. Increasing the order of the ANN model did not improve the
correlation results. This suggested that the ANN failed to accurately
emulate the proteas not because it lacked information at a particular
lag, nor because it was nnder-pmmeterised.

Process dynamim were incorporated by using delayed values of
pmccss input and output as the ANN inputs. Tbe NARX (Non-linear
Auto Regresake eXogcmus) tnlning structure was adopted because
of its ease of implementation. It sssumes that for a SISO system the
process dynamics can he r e p e n t e d as..

The ahove-ANN failed to aocurately model the process. Likely c a w s
were thought to include inappropriate model sttodure and data sample
time. The suggested correlation t a t s for d n g thc adequacy of
non-linear models had proved fruitless, and it was therefore decided
to study local linear models to see if useful information could be
obtained. It was argued that s i n e non-linear proa n olien be
represented by an array of linearised models, the structure and the
parameters of local models may be relevant to their non-linear
counterparts.

where U is the proinput, y is the process output, e is process
noise and f is some non-linear fundion. The ANN is trained to predict
the process output, y, based on pulvalues of U and y. Commonly, n,
and n, are chosen such that .n = n, = n, and n b termed the order of
the model. k m the model deadtime (k > 1). Hence, for a Yh order
NARX model structure, the ANN inputs consist of five past valnes of
U and five past d u e s of y, and its output is the present value of y.
During training, the ANN is required to approximate the non-linear
function, f, by means of adjusting its weights so as to minimize the
RMS of the prediction errors (the difhence haween the network and
the taget outputs) for the training data set.

Fig. 3 shows seven operating points about which local ARX models
were identified. The ARX model wu) seledtd since the A " s were
trained in the non-linear contigumtion of this d e l , namely NARX.
The magnitude of the RAS input was set to give approximately kO.1
pH units maximum output swing, over which range thc process
characteristic could he approximated by a linear model. The severe
process non-linearity waa illustrated by the @in m M i o n of the
identified models, changing by a factor of 150 bdwcea operating
points 4 and 7.

An ANN model, in a P order NARX configuration with k= 1, was
trained with data generated using a RAS excitation signal with a 240
sec. clock period and a sample time of 24 r m . Bhat et al. (1, 2) and
Saint Donat et,al. (4) have studied a similarly structured network,
using these parameters, training it to predict 5 future values of pH.

IDENTIFICATION OF LOCAL LlwEAR MODEM

The ARX model is expressed by a difference equation of the form..
y(t)

- -a,y(~-l)-...-a,~y(t-m.)
+ bOu(t-n,)+...+ b,,u(t-n,-n,+l)

The Mean Square Error (MSE) bemeen the ANN prediction and the
target output was evaluated fer six diaparate test signals, which were
selected so as to comprehensively test the ANN model. They included
data generated with RA% of different frequencies a d different
amplitude ranges and steady state data. Fig. 2. shows a typical one
step-ahead prediction for this ANN. The combined MSE for the six
test signals was 0.47 pH nnits, which could be inteveted as an
acceptable modelling enor. However, as fig. 2b illustrates, the
magnitnde of some of t h e prediction errors is in excess of 2 pH
units. This was not the WOMcase. Prediction on a high frequency
RAS resulted in errors of 3.4 pH units.
The largest prediction errors occurred near the equivalence point of
the acidbase system, which is where the process gain is a maximum.
For this a d d b a s e system the q n i v a l e m point is at pH 9.2.
Unfortunately, for many neutralisation processes, the control setpoint
is often in the vicinity of the equivalence point, making the use of this
ANN in a model based control strategy questionable.
This ANN does not faithfully emulate the dynamics of the CSTR pH
process. On examining the training MSE it indicated that the ANN
was not converging acceptably. The ineptness of this model was
confirmed by applying the comlatton model validity tests (Chen et
a1.(8, 9)). These teats are one of the few proposed methods of
verifying the adquaey of a non-linear model, other than cross
validation on unseen test dgnals. The procedure is to asses the
correlation between the model's prediction errors (c) and its input (U).
c should be unpredictabk from all linear and non-linear comhinstions
of F and U. Specifically, if five correlation functions fall within the
95% confidence intervals, the model can be regarded as adequate.
This ANN model failed four of the five tests. The results of these test3
exceeded the 95% confidence limits at seemingly random values of

+W
A M models were identified using different model orders for tixed
data sample time. For each identified model the model validity
functions defined in table 1 were noted. The Losa Function (LF) is
simply the MSE of the prediction errors. Akaike's Final Prediction
Error (AFPE) and Akaike's Informtion Criterion (AIC)are weighted
functions of the LF which penalise for reductions in the prediction
errors at the expense of increasing model complwrity (i.e. model order
and number of parameters). The model validity fundions were found
with fixed model order (n = n. = ob) for different dead times (n), and
this was repeated for various model orders (n = 1..10). In all cases
a dead time of nk = 1 yielded the minimum value of all three validity
functions. As expected a dead time of one sample time was
appropriate for this process. since the CSTR was assumed to be
perfectly mixed. Table 3 shows the 106s function for increasing model
orders (with n, = 1) identilied at various operating points. The
general trend of negligible deduction in the LF for higher model orders
than 2 NBS conskkntly ohserved. Andogous results were noted for
the AIC and the AFPE. Consequently, a 2.L order structure would
certainly be selected aa the most pasimonioun local linear model of
this CSTR pH process.

Loell Model Sample Time Selectlom

ARX models were identified using different sample times for fixed
model orders, and this was repeated for different model orders and at
the seven operating points. Fig. 4 shows the LF for a 2"" order model
structure identified at operating point 3 for sample times ranging from
24 to 0.5 seconds. The relative decrease in the LF for faster sample
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times is reprercntative of results at the other operating points.
Ifthe km h d o n was the sole criteria for mmpk time seledion, then
6 or 3 seconds would probably be selected M the best compromise.
Howrver. for a robust linear model, the position of the dominant pole
in the z-plane is critical and should be within the unit circle stability
boundary. Tabk 2 &dl8 the nmgnihde of the domin.nt poks for the
local models identified at different sanple times. Poles of magnitude
greater than 0.9 would normally he regarded as too close to the
rbhiIity boundary (z=l). The idscrtified models with these poles
would he highly scnuilivc to noise and would tbmfore be rejeded. On
this M a a m p l e timc of at lad 12 aewnda would be preferential.

APPLICATION OF TAE LINEAR MODELUNG RESULTS TO
AN ANN MODEL
The linear systems investigation had proposed a 2* order model
no f8skr than 12 secood. for a robust
loal model. A amcqmdiig study was now pwfwmcd to establish
tbe opti”ANN model ltrudure and data a m p l e h e .
sirudwc .nd a ample timc of

ANN modd s o d u r e h used here in reference to the N A F S model
structure and does not eacompsa tbe topdogy of tbe hidden layer.
For networks with 10 or lem i n p m 15 hidden layer Bodes were used.
For wtworks with more chan 10 inpuIa the Siu of the hidden layer
was i n d . No attempt was made to optimise the number of hidden
layer nodCS as, provided that the MLP ANN incorporated sufficient
hidden layer nodes (at l e a as m y as it has inputs), the ANNs
w i n g aaxmcy was relatively iastDsaive to the n u d m of hidden
layer nodes. This observation has been reported elsewhere (e.g.
Pollard cl d(13)).

Opthum ANN Model s h r c h n

ANN models of different orders (1‘ to 9’and I@) with k= 1 were
trained with identical mining data sampled at a fixed rate. So as the
p c r f o m n c e of the ANNs could he fairly compared, they were all
t
d using the sun six unseen test signals, namely, 4 different RAS
clock ptriods (30,M). 120 and 240 seconds), a ’modified‘ RAS whose
amplitude WM g r d y reduced thus, testing the model predictions
wlely in tbe region of msxinnun process non-linearity, and steady
state &a.
These dhrpmte test signals were selected to
comprehemivelytest the adquaciesof the ANN models. Addihnally,
the ANNs were aU trained for loo0 epochs, with each epoch
containing loOD dita vectors.

All of the MSEs were normalised 80 that the sum of the MSEs for all
netuorkswbcn t&d on any one signal was unity, thus weighting the
MSEs so that the predidions for each of the six teat signals is eqaally
important. Tbeec u m l i s e d MSEa were then sununcd for each model
order giving a single performance index (Po for eacb model order,
which h displayed in 6g. 5. Although the 10’ order model has a
nmrgimlly smaller PI than the 2.“ order one, the latter would be
chosen on the pamimony principle. The AIC, shown in fig. 6, and
AFPE both reinforced this choice. Recall tbat h e y are weighted
functions of the LF. For the linear system identification, the number
of model panmeters (n) is very small compared with the number of
data vedors (N),giving a minute n/N ratio which barely weigh6 the
LF. However, for ANN models the number of parameters (i.e.
weights) is significant. and increases rapidly with model order. For
example a Pborder ANN model with 15 hidden layer nodes has 181
paramccers, whenas the same order ARX model has only 10
parameters. The AIC is negative because of its logarithmic definition.
The best AIC is thus the largest negative number, whereas the best
AFPE ( a b p positive) is the smnllest number. Hence, both these
i n d i a s strongly supported the choice of a 2” order A” model

structure. The model structure suggested in the linear systems
invurti@ions therefore appertained diredly to the nmsl snitabk ANN
model structun.

0-ANN

Modd D.1.S.mpkTime

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the training MSE for Td order ANNs
with identical topology trained with data generated I”the same
RAS, but sampled at diffcrcnt rates. The n m r k s converged faster
and to a lower training MSE for fester sampletimes. ALSO, there does
not appear to be a limit to this trend, with a saroplc time of 0.5
semnds exhibiting an improvement over the 1.0 second case.
While there is no reason to wped the optimum sample time for a
robust linear model to perform simikrly in the non-linear case, one
would expect a minimum sample time, below which the ANN model
performance deteriorates. One possible explanation for the consistent
redudion in training MSE with fiastw sample time is the
corrcspondiw reduction in clock pulses in the input dah. Since all
training files contained the same number of data vedors, the numhw
of clock pulses per epoch is diredly p r o p a t t i o d lo the aample time.
Hence. the input b chrnging more frequently and the incremental
change in output is larger for slower sauqlc h e s . Reducing the
sample time appears to have the effect of making the inputioutput
mapping less conpler.
Whilst the training MSE is 80 impomnt metric of model adequacy, it
should not be compared to the test MSE, since during training all
input/output data was scaled to between 0.1 and 0.9 to avoid
saturation of the MLP sigmoid adivntion functions. More importantly,
the training MSE is only an indication of how well the ANN can
predict on the training data. II gives no indication of prediction
accuracy on unseen data, which is an essential requirement of a good
model.

To see if faster sample times resulted in bener models, ANNs were
trained using sample t i m a ranging from 0 5 to 12 seconds, and for
each sample time 3 differcot RAS clock pcriodswere used. Then, by
following a similar procedure to t h t dcsaibed above for the model
order analysis, a single n o r m s l i d loss inction was ohfaiocd for each
data sample time. Thii performpDoe index is shown in fig. 8 and it
demonstrates that there is a lower limit on optimum sample time
selection. A sample time of 1.O second is concldvely the best for the
modelling of this proass. Reducing the sample time to 0.5 results in
a dramatic increase in the MSE performance i n d u .
The ideal sample time for the identified local linear models, perhaps
not surprisingly, was not diredly applicable to the non-linear
modelling sample time. However, if the z-plane pole positions are
neglected, the linear model study did indiate t h t a 24 second sample
time was unsuitably slow.

MULTI SI‘EP-AHEAD PREDICXION

Some neural predictive control strategies minimize a cost fundion
over a moving horizon of several steps-ahead (e.g. neural predictive
control, see Evans et al. (14)). When predicting more than one stepahead, any prediction errors in the ANNs output are fed back to its
inputs. This can caw an accumulation of errors resulting in large
prediction errors. A significant improvement in the multi step-ahead
predictions of ANN models can he achieved hy encoding the
input/output data using the spread encoding tccbniquc (Evans et al.
(14)). Instead of applying an input valuc to a single ANN node, it is
spread over several nodes using a sliding Gaussian probability
distribution function.

A 2* order ANN was trained using the spread encoding technique,
with each input/orupmt value spread over six nodes. Hence, the
network had 24 input layer nodes and 6 output layer nodes. The one
step-ahead prediction MSEs for this ANN show little improvement
over the conventionally trained ANN where each element of a data
vedor is directly mapped to a single input node (single node
encoding). However, the multi stepahead prediction MSEs are
drnmnticnlly improved as shown in fig. 9.
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The ANN model finally selected was trained with data sample every
1 sec. The network had a P order NARX topology with 15 hidden
Iaycr~.Forowsllp-.bculgrediction,tbismodel hada combined
MSE of 0.011, with a muimumpredidion error of 0.84, for the six
test signals. The validity of this model was reinforced by the
correlation tests, where it satisfied four of the five tests, and scarcely
exceeded the confidence limit3 for the fifih test. This is a dramatic
improvement over the first ANN model investigated, where the data
was sampled every 24 secs, and the network had considerably more
parametera having a P order NARX configuration with 15 hidden
layer nodea. Recall that this ANN had a combined MSE of 0.47 and
a maximumpredidion CKOI of 3.4 pH units when prediding one stepahead on the same six test sign&. Furthermore, the finally selected
model p r d i d i n g recursively 24 stepsahad, and hence at 24 s a
intervals, dill significantly outperformed the original ANN model
predicting one mep-ahead.
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